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Abstract.

Basic physical processes, taking place in the crL, ha3 been perform,- durini 1963-1969. Th- >r.lts
accelerating channel of stationary plasma (Hall) of this investigations have ensured creation o '--
thruster (SPT) with closed electors drift are first Correction Propulsion System (CPS) "Eol-1"
studied. In particular: conditions, determining This CPS for the first time started in the Space in
high efficiency of working body atoms ionization, 1972 on the satellite "Meteor" and operated during
factors, determining type and transformation of -170 hours. It is important to underline, that
function of electrons distribution by velocities the practical task has been solved in the process
as well as electrons transport transverse the of the first tests - the satellite "!lMteor"
magnetic field; character of electrical field and has been transferred on the
potential distribution; ions and neutral particles near-heliosynchronous orbit. Subsequently many
dynamics; the accelerated flow movement stability, soviet scientists and engineers have performed

Besides the results of study of construction the theoretical and experimental researches
and operational regime parameters influence on that made possible understandinq of the physic!
integral SPT characteristics: control processes and characteristics of the SPT to the
characteristics (the dependence of thrust on sufficiently high level. The qcencral res:ults of
parameters, determining it), thrust efficiency as these researches will be presented further.
a function of exhaust velocity, lifetime
characteristics are examined. There are given the 1.1. Schematic diagram of SPT.
output parameters of a series of

thrusters prototypes on xenon and their comparison SPT (Fig.l) contains a magnetic system; a
with parameters of electrical thrusters of other discharge chamber with an acceleration channel; an
types. In particular it is shown that this series anode put at the depth of the channel, which is a
gives possibility to obtain the thrust rom ~10

rnt t "~N,the exhaust velocities from 1*10 m/s to
3*10 m/s and the total4thrust pulses by one module
from 40 kNs to 2*10 kNs and that4at least in

exhaust velocities range (1-2,5)*10 m/s the

created prototypes exceed on their thrust effici-

ency the samples of other types thrusters at the

same degree of optimization,have high reliability, 7 1-

confirmed by big volume of ground and flight
tests, exploitation on a number of artificial (Ta)
Earth satellites.

Introduction.

Usage of the electrical thrusters in

propulsion control systems of spacecrafts has been 5
becoming more actual over the last years, because

duration of active existence of cpacecraft ( _
increases. During-20 years the SPT with closed

electrons drift are systematically used in the

orientation and correction systems of

spacecrafts in the USSR. Therefore, consideration 8 mna

of the physical processes and the characteristics

of these thrusters and prospects of their _

utilization in future as well is of great inter:st. z

Physicl _2 rocesses in" SPT. Fg. 1. Diagr.i: of ctatinnary plaziul
thruster:

The development of the SPT in the USSR has 1- anore-gas :i..-.::tutor;
been carried out under leading of professor Morozov 2- cathode-compensa'tor;
A.I.In detail the first complex of the investigati- 3- discharge chamter;
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4- external role; Jd,a_ _
5- coils of magnetizatio::; [
6- internal pole; ; _
7- magnetic field flange;

gas distributor simultaneously. On the exit of the '
accelerator is arrng

nrje l'-Talled cathoiie- ____
ccrpensator, that is an emitter of electrns : .:. is I
used for zsctaining of the electric discharg- in
the acceleration channel and charge comper.cation of 6 - 0,6
the plasma flow in outer spa:e. The negrnetic fild I
mainly transverse to the direction of acceleration /,0 15 21 2,5 3, Bz-0,
is formed increasing along the length of the
channel (See Fig.l). This circuiitance .-:. ure blth .
increasing flow stability and impoves it fccusiing rot
(See below).

Electrons are magnetized, but ions are ig?.. Discharge current and ratio J. /nonmagnetized in the acceleration channel. Neutral c
atoms get in the channel through the anode. They versus magnetic induction.
are ionized by collisions with sufficiently hot
electrons (the temperature T of them is high Ions and electrons have close value- of

e concentration ( n . n n ) within the zoneenough), situatev in the chU;.cl. Forn, hy I e
ionization of ators electrons diffuse to the 'J tf rceleration of the SPT Ms wi.hiln arny ol ca
anode. Ions are accelerated by the electric field accelerator), consequently this .::i li.un ic -qu
in the channel and during effluxion from the neutral. Therefore, there i_: no limitaticn tJ t!;,
accelerator capture for compensation of their ion curr-nt density j.i y spac - charge ir. thi-
space charge necessa.ry quantity of electrons from SPT and the significantly greater values j. are
th- cathode. The accelerated plasma flow creates I
the reactive thrust. achieved under the compariscnal conditions that

The typical current-voltage characteristics those in electrostatic (ion)_thrusters.
(Fig.2) have two distinctive parts if accelerator is Crossing of electric ( E ) and nainetic ( 1
working on the "lightly" ionizing gases (e.g.xenon) fieldc in the channel leads tc drift of elec-rcn-
sufficiently great mass flow rate of propellant on azimuth. Emergence of azimuth drift ( Hall'- )
(See below) and fixed magnetic field. The discharge current Jee will give possibility to interpret
current Ud  is not increased alnr-t with the process of acceleration in the SPT as acceleration
growth voltage Ud on the part, which corrspords unner action of a space electrodymamic forcef=J x B
to so-called accelerating reqi::rs of work. ee r

In principle the channel of the SPT can he
.. M inagined as a certain "magneto-electronic optical

3-,-, e system", in which ionization of atoms of propellant
- and acceleration of formed ions take place (Fig.4).

Magnetic lines of force (B-lines) with coiling
d round electrons play the role of electrodes in this

"optical system", by the way this structure rotates
/ i , about Its axis with the velocity of drift

- u=E*B/B . Suppressing of electron mobility the
I magnetic field gives possibility at presence of

Sstability to create in the channel the space/ ] electric field with potential difference, that is
I /close to voltage Ud between electrodes

Yd, V

Fig.2. Current-voltage characteristics
of SPT

Dependence of the discharge current from the
magnetic Induction Br (Fig.3) can be understood if

it's taken into consideration, that classical
conductance a in the magnetized plasnu tends to a
great quantity provided B - 0 , but mechanism of

classical conductance does not work at ig.4. Diagram of "Magneto-elec.ronic" opticsclassical conductance does not work at
Br - w and oscillations begin developmnt The detailed physical picture of the processes
in the system. They lead to significiant growth of in the SPT is very complex. It includes a :holp
an electronic components of the discharge current, series of phenomena, which were not known
Maximal effectiveness of the accelerator is achieved earlier, for example, so-called near wall conducti-
If magnitudes of the magnetic induction are B vity, stabilization of the flow in crossing fields

SJ opt' with the aid of growth in the sace mrnuoitic
d d min" field, equipotentialization of magn-tc lines of

force and others. The whole this picture has not
proper completeness today. Therefore, we shall
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consider further on only the general reliable rotation as a whole ( "the isodrift regime" ). The
established facts briefly. This part cf article existence of this tendency will be supported by
includes in the first turn the following c7estions: possibility of creation of "frict o" 9 between
stability of discharge on the whole, structures cf separate partsof the rotational cloud ' if the
the electric field, echanism.  of diffuio of cloud does not rotate as a whole. This "friction"
electrons transverse to magnetic field, as well as shows itself in the form of build - up of
the processes of ionization and the dynamics of oscillation and synchronizes rotation of the cloud.
ions. Firstlywe shall consider the results of the Debye's layers play an important role in the
theoretical development,, but then the experimental channel of the SPT. Specific feature of those
data. laytrs: is as follow: coefficient of the secondary

electron emission o0() 1, when the energy of, elect-
1.2. Someresults of theoretical analis rons incidented on the dielectric wall is F = 1 -

_of rocesse: in SPT 20 eV. This fact means, that at e EP Debye'-

jutp can be very small. But the typical energy of
It is possible to get as a result of electrons has just such a scale in the

consideration of the moving along the axis Z in channel of SPT. In consequence of a small size of
nonuniform E and B fields data about ccspletel Debye's jimtp a sufficient, gireat bur._h of
ionized and compensated by electrons the ion flow electrons achieves properly walls, the lb nch is
(see Fig.l) This flow is stable, if scattered on them ail returns in the channel Fi.i.

d 6 ). As a result a certain effective conduction of
(B/n) >0 (1) the channel occures transverse to the magnetic

and on the contrary it loses stability, if field, beaule the wall plays a role of "a big
d molecule" ' Thanks to this fact diffusion
d(B/n) <0. of the electrons to the anode occures. This

phenomenon was named "near wall conduction"
Effectiveness of this criterion ("poitive
gradient B") has been observed experimentally . X
This criterion is used during the time of ies-igning
in the more rigid form (dB/dZ) > 0.

It is possible to get qualitative
peculiarities of interrelation of distribution of
plasma potential and the structure of the magnetic
lines of force on the strength of the Ohm's law, E
i.e. the hydrodynamics model of the electron
component:

J/6 = E+P /en + [V x B) (2)

In the condition of the SPT term j/a is negligibl
small, E=-vo , electron pressure P = nkT and '

hence: Fig.6. Diagram of electrons scattering
$-kTe/e In(n/n)= t( ) (3) by wall.

In this formula y - index of magnetic line of The effective thickness of "a conducting layer" has

force, t(y) - constant value along line of force, the following order:

that has the name "thermalized potential". As it is A=V110 (4)
obvious from formula ( 3 ), the magnetic lines of
force in plasma must become the equipotential lines

S4t (y) at Te-0. However, in the SPT effective Where:V11 - longitudinal ( along of line of force

values T are great enough, and corresponded to component of a electron velocity,
e (0 - cyclotron frequency of electrons.

= const surfaces break away from the magnetic Owing to near wall conduction there is a current,
lines of force owing difference of plasma density which can be determined by the following formula:
along magnetic field ( Fig. 5 ).

The magnetic field grows to the end of the J -enuA2nR (5)
channel. This effect leads to such configuration we
of the magnetic lines of force, which permits
diversion of the flow from the walls ( " focusing Where: R - a typical radius of the acceleration

of the flow " ). channel.
Knowledge of function of electrons distributi-

on f allows to determine the expression for the
. -rm e

S-----s - thermalized potentials from the relationship ( 5 ),
-- S ", \ \ ,\ and ionization rate coefficient <a.iV> (= /( ,)

where i - cross-section of ionization collisions,

Ve - electron velocity, y - function of magnetic
-- o _ ' - induction flux. Knowledge of the function C( n, W )

- - and p9( $, i) permits to write the system of
equations, which describe kinetics of the neutral
particles distribution function ( fn ) and of the

ions one ( fi):
Fig.5. Diagram of equipomental lines (.-onst)

and magnetic flux lines (;=const

In the SPT the electron cloud has tendency to
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df of the low frgFency, the suer-high frequen c
t n + ()f -fprobes were used . Usage of the super-hi;

df. frequency probes has showed, that zone of-- + (Vv)f + eE d-1 = P, (6) ionization was a source of the super-high frequency
dt dv . e noises, moreover the effective terije-rature of this

nz = one at frequencies 1 - 2,4 GHz was (3,0 - 30 ) Wo,n = f f dV n. where W is the level of thermal noise20This system of the equations ( 6 ) ha been er  o i s t he ev e l  t he r  noise
calculated both in Opf-rnsional vr ia.s *in Having been determined in the whole volume oftw'-o-diensional ones the channel, the probe current-voltage characteris-Main results of the analysis and calculation of tics showed, that electron distribution function
the above-mentioned system were following: has not any common with the Maxwellian distribution.

-The similarity criterion work of the SPT for In general case there are three groups (Fig. 7) of
different propellants has been established. the particles in the channel : a) The "slow"
This result permits to determine the quantities of particles. The bulk of electrons are the "ulow"
mass frow rate density j, when SPT orks particles. These electrons correspond to theeffectively. "isodrift" distribution function and aneff-Thelow feexperiment showed, that this fuction was-The low frequency oscillation with a big approximated by the linear spline wellamplitude ( practically with comrplete mdulation 5 f k (M-E), M > E
the flow) has been found in one-dimensional model . f (9))

This phenomenon is explained by Instability 0, M < E
of the ionization zone. These oscillation have been 1bere: M-maximal kinetic energy of "slow" electrons.observed by the experiment and got the naon "the b) The "intermediate" particles. They adjoin directlycontour oscillations". 

to"slow" particles, and their electron distributic
function is approximated reasonably by "shelf"

1.3. and these particles play the essential part in near1.3. Ex,2erirontal investigatiors of well conduction.

hYs
i

c a l _n r
esseinSPT. fe

The determination of the integral parameters
such as discharge currents and voltages, thrust ,
were carried out by the standard methods. The 230M
device for me aurlng of the drift current have C Ud=220V
developed too , permitting to define both
the integral drift current JO and the coordinates
( r, z ) of center of gravity of this current.
Knowledge of these parameters allows to determine
the thrust, that is particularly important for space
flight conditions and for the control of probe 2
measurements.

The measurements of local plasna parameters in
the channel and in the jet were carried out with
aid of the various electrosItN probes, and also to 20 so 0 E, eVused the spectral methods These
researches permit to determine plasma concentration
ne  , distribution of atoms and ions in exited Fig.7. Distribution of electrons by energy
levels, the electron distribution function fe( E ) c) The "fast" electrons 1 7  

are formed as result
by energies E, density of ion-creation q( r, z ) of shape - elastic scattering of high - energy
as well to estimate the velocities of neutral electrons on the walls of the channel. They take
particles and ions according to Dopler's shift. the energy continuously, shifted to the anode,
Presence of the magnetic field and the relatively during this process their quantity is decreasedsmall sizes of the researched regions prevents the gradually.
reliable quantitative researches with the a of The experimental data and assesments 2
probes in the channel of SPT show that in optimized models of the SPT, having aThe study of disturbances of the discharge low level of low frequency oscillations (f 51 MHz),gap by probes permits to establish the wall conduction is the general electron carrieruntrivial fact of weak attenuation of disturbances across the magnetic field. Classical spacewith increase of distance from the probe, as well collisions of electrons with neutral atoms and ionsthe requirements to dimensions of the probe in the channel give the perceptible 10 - 30 %execution of those permits to mimimize contribution to the transfer of electrons.
disturbances, caused by probe. Specifically, usage Data about io dyamics and distribution ofof the probes with the dimensions of order electro n creation rate ( Fig. 8) clarify theLarnor radius pe and less ( 0,1 - 0,2 mm ) has picture of processes in the channel to a great

extent. The data have certificated about essentialturned out to be a necessity. two-dimensionality of this picture, that hasDistribution of the potential $( r, z ) confirmed corroborated also by results of
the components of E-field in the channel, mathematical simulation. Distributions of ion
densities ji of ion currents and creation 2ensity, got by the probe 1

6  
and

electron distribution functions at the channel spectral methods, have close character thatwere determined with the aid of the corroborates their trustiness. Let's note alsoprobes. Densities of the electron wrks about distribution of emissive power,current je( r, z ) were determined by the method, connlcted with exitation and emission of atoms andS e e e8 ions and studies of ion divergence andwhich is near the Druywestain's method. distributio4 bySnergy within the flow on exit from
Besides the "statical" probes operated in the range the channel 4  

The results of the listed
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studies certificate about availability of
significant reserves for further inproverent oE
process organization in the accelerator and rising
of the ST effectiveness.

i\~71 v \ i' 

*- / - - pACl3

,, mm

Fig.9. Diagram of hollow cathode

Effectiveness of the accelerator is defined by
thrust efficiency 7t , which can be presented

Sm/ - 27
S..by the following formula

S- 2 2S. ' . in<V >2 F
z l

-,, \^ -- d 2 8)

S.- , . - 2Nd Jd
v=V :I2 2 2is-. Miere: )7i--mi/m; n=<cos,3> = <V. >/<V.>

a- _ ___ ___ 2 2 2 i
"
-  ^ , ,^ 2,m 

T
v=<Vi> /<Vi >; 

17  
M<V 2>/ 2

etd; Je e
J ? ii e;5 s 3 w

F - thrust provided by the accelerator:

ni - mass flow rate of propellant in the form

Fig.8. Diagrams of ion currents J and the of ions;
rate of ioni on in ac ration Nd - discharge power in the accelerator;

rate of ionization in acceleration
channel . z<V>, <V z> - longitudinal components of the

whole flow from the accelerator and its ionic
cononent;

2. Optimization of workingprocesses and <V > - root-mean-square value of ion velocity;

characteristics of SPT. M - mass of Ions.
Let's note, that Jml Ji when there are no

High effectiveness of SPT is achieved by multiply-charged ions in flow, where Ji is Ion
suitable organization of processes in it andsuitable organization of processes in it ad current at the exit of the acceleration channel.
forethought during design work. Therefore, general curent at the exctio the acceleration channel

peculiarities of design and integral The level of effectiveness of the acceleratorpeculiarities of design and integral Is defined firstlyof all by the topography of the
characteristics of the SPT will be considered below. g definedi firstlyo all by the topogsaphy ofme the
The magnetic system of the modern SPT is used as a
base for attaching of other elements of the design. high levels of effectiveness can be got when there

The discharge charber is manufactured from the heat are optimum values of magnetic induction B and

stability ceramic material on the base of aluminium focusing geometry of magnetic lines of force. As it

and boron nitrides. The walls of the chamber form 
w

as noted In Section 1 this geometry provides

the acceleration channel as the annular slot, stability of the accelerated flow and possibiliy

situated between the poles of the magnetic system. to control one, when maximum values T9i,,79,),7,
Gas discharge source of electrons in the form and accordinly it are achieved. Let's note,

of a hollow cathode of the capilary type ( Fig. 9 )
with a heated thermoemitter from lanthanum the high values of T)i can be achieved only at

hexaboride is used as the cathode-compensator in sufficiently great values Ud and rh, when the
the SPT. When steady-state condition necessary
temperature of the thermoemitter can be maintained conditions for the effective ionization of atoms

by energy of ions, fallen out of plasma near the have been created , i.e. when:

cathode on the surface of the emitter, the cathode i L (9)

can operate in so-called "autoregime" without Where: A.= V /<O V >n - the magnitude of atoms
external heating. At the same time the modern az i e
cathode-compensators permit to create electror. free path before lonization;

currents from ~1 A to 100 A and more at the level L - longitudinal size of ionization and

of power consumptios 10 - 30 W/A at the flow rate acceleration layer;
of propellant through them 10...100 times le V - mean value of atom velocities lonoitude
than the electron flow taken from the cathode az

Such consurptions are a small deal of whole component.

consumptions of power and propellant in the When propellant has been selected, decrease of

thruster. Therefore, special attention will be paid the X i can be achieved by increase of discharge

to consideration of the characteristics and voltage, that will lead to increase within some
effectiveness of the accelerator below.
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lirr, t of the menber <aj.v > as - rssult irncreaseSe ee values of coefficients p and 7E . Moreover, the
of electron energy and concentration n ~ n,of eectron energy and concentrion greater value <c>L, the lesser quantity of
depending mainly from mass flow rate. electrons is needed to pass from the cathode to the

Approximate expression for the discharge anode and the relatively greater quantity of icns
current Jd and the ratios -d/Jm and J/Jd where are created in higt- iltage part of the layer.
J =e~r/M, can be get from the simplest nodel of It is possible ' from consideration of

S 27 energetical balance for ions to get the following
discharge : relationship for evaluation of the character of the

<C>L change in E and 7t with discharge voltage:
d e

nd eT__ (10)
d e

<O > L  ) T C1 (1-c2 i/Ud
) 
Jd/Ji (12)

J e
<C >L  

For modern models of the SPT C1  0,8-0,9;

S<>L-l (11) C2 - - 5; i, - potential of ionization.

d e Considering the29vailable expression ( 12 ) it
is possible to write also for 7t :

Where <0> - the trian nuirber of ionization
collizions while electror have passed the unit of
length in longitudinal direction. pt C1  / 

i
rv 3 (1-C 2 i/Ud) (13)

These expressions show, that integral
parameters appreciably depend from effectiveness of The 71 , r, T7 achieve values near to 1 In
usage of electrons for ionization, i.e. from r e
<C>L. It is possible to show also, that value conformity with the above-mentioned data for the
<C>L - const and Ji/Jd - const in zone of saturation of current-voltage characteristics

I d at sufficiently great mass flow rate of propellant.
self-consistent layer of ionization and Therefore, the range of their values is not great
acceleration . During accelerated regimes this and the expression ( 13 ) can be represented in the
relationship is corroborated in the first simplified form satisfactorily describing
approximation also by experiments ( Fig. 2 ), and (see fig. 10) experimental data:
the values Ji/Jd can be brought up to 0,8 and

higher
2 4

. 7t C1 ' (1-C2i/Ud ) , (14)
The experimental selection of value B can be

interpreted as fulfilment of the condition needed Where: C 1 ' 0,7 - 0,8.
for attainment Ti = 1.

Let's note also, lhat relationship ( 10 ) is From this expression it is possible to get,
simplified appreciably at 7 ~ 1 and turned to a that the mass average velocity of flow Is expressed
form Jd/Jm - const . This relationship can be by the following formula:

considered as an equation ofCURRENT-voltage V< . -eU-C (15)
characteristic on zone saturation ( at optimal V=<Vz>= 2eUd m  Vid 1-C2i/Ud (15)
magnetic fields ). This equation is agreed with the Where:
experimental data also ( Fig. 10 ). Vid=/i-

'* Thus v increases with growth Ud. Therefore,

the thrust increases in conformity with the
c - relationship F = rim, which defines in a first

Sapproximation the control characteristics of the
S___ _______thruster.

i; mi e ! o W -c « - It should be added only to the above -
U, V mentioned, that for the typical modern SPT the

-d 40 . r-:- , - multiplicity of the adjustment m In the range from
-- " values min , ensured acceptable effectiveness of

ionization in conformity with the formula ( 9 ),
to values mm x , limited by necessity of ensuring

6) of sufficiently great lifetime, is equal from 2 for
" the models with small sizes ( mean diameter of theI acceleration channel d = 40 - 60 mn ) to ~ 5 for

_ - _ the models with great sizes ( d = 250 - 300 mr ).
'- - -- The difference of the models with small and

S- great sizes is determined by apprecially two -
- - dimensional ( See Section 1 ) picture of the
S ! processes in the acceleration channel and the

regimes of operations for the accel ators with
S- different sizes will be conparasional , if

the mass flow rate answer the following condition:

nV -- .MV V /<u V > const ( 17
UY i a ue

Where: l = nd - perimeter of cross-section of
Fig.1O. Perfomances of modern SPT median surface of the acceleration channel;

= 1/2 - 1/4 - factor, taking account of a
Effectiveness of electron usage defines the difference of longitudinal component of atomic

6
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velocity vaz and thermal atomic velocity Va . iiterial of the discharge char!brr walls is defined

At these. regimes effectiveness of propelanlt by the fo,'lowing expression:

ionization in the channel, relationship L to the
channel sizes and, hence, a part of losses because Vw iwSv (P, E) 18)

interaction between plasma and walls of the
discharge chamber must have close values for Where: - current density of accelerated
nxiels with different sizes. According by the iv

values )t must be close also for these models., on th. wl-s;f p r f the
:-(p,. ) - volhl- co.fficie:,t o sptttr i.I the

This phenomenon is corroborated by the exp-riment;s i ) v coffc , of pntt ef the

(see fig. 10). wall material, depending from angle p of incidence

If the SPT have great powers and great total on the surface and ion energy E.
pulses, application of xenon, as a propellant The experimental data 2  , got for usage in
becomes problematical, because of small prevalence the .PT materials .,-;, that the relationship
of this gas in nature and limited scale of its S ( E) can be considert. as lineair one (Fig.12).
production. Hence, application of other propellanii ts
in particular Kr and Ar presents the interest. But Accounting, that energy of ions. i E eU,

it should been in mind that in going to these gases it is possible to applicate the formula 3 v-4KeU
their mass flow rate must be selected in conformity v

with the relationship ( 16 ). Besides, of course for the qualit.tive analysi:s.

significance of comsumption for ionization on Allowing for this formula it can be written

"light" gases is essentially higher. This that the typical wear - out tint ot the

phenomenon leads to significant lower level)t discharge chamber walls at width bc of the channel

( Fig. 11 ). But the acceptable level of is expressed in the form:

effectiveness of the SPT is attainable even during*
work o Ar at the exhaust velocities v higher than T ( nbc /fUd (19)

3 * 10 m/s. On the whole the optiizated models
of the SPT on xenon excel by effectiveness other a)
types of electrical thrusters at compared level of S,- I"-
development in the range of elocity

V = ( 1,0 -2,5 ) * 10 nvs.

2 1

BN(200eV)

3 I Ti0(300eV)

2 BN(200eV)

1 2 3 4 I V 16", m in

0 1o 20 o 40 so 6so

Fig.ll. Perfomances of EPT of different Fig.12. Characteristics of different
types materials sputtering
1- xenon SPT (the 1st generation),
2- xenon SPT (the 2nd generation), Accounting, that typical values of margin of
3- xenon SPT (the 3d generation), wall's thickness 6*, when geometrically smyilar
4- caesium SPT, change of general parameter of accelerator, 6 b ,
5- mercury ion thruster, * 2
6- caesium thruster with anode layer, it can be lightly convinced, that T b , i.e.

7- bismuth thruster with anode layer, with increase of the scale of the model ( b ) life
8- xenon thruster with anode layer, c

9- colloid thruster, time of the accelerator will rapidly grow at

10- argon SPT, regimes compared in conformity with the expression

11- krypton SPT. (19).
Let's compare life time at the same specitic

It should be noted specially, that in power. If there is the relation mUd/r c: const,

conformity with the expression ( 16 ) values rh must the expression T - b will act.
be increased proportionally to linear sizes of c
the channel of the SPT, but not proportionally The above-mentloned relatiornhip shows, that

area of cross-section of the channel. By the way, inrcrasing of the accelerator sizes sinclfy

the life time of the modern SPT is defined on the solution of problem of support of great life time

whole by process of sputtering of discharge chamber of the accelerator. It should be added to the

alls by accelerated ions. Linear wear rate of above-mentioned, that in time the wear velocity is

7
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decreased relatively to the values, which can be got 1974, No 12, issue , p.p. 451-466.
from relationship ( 18 ). Kim V. "Modern state of phy

4
ic

46

Allowing for all the above-mentioned the SPT 2. Bugrova A.I., Kim V. "Modern state of physical
models have been created with life investigation in accelerators with closed drift of
times of 3000 - 4000 rs corrated ithby the electrons and extent zone of acceleration".-fromtimes of 3000 - 4000 hours, corroborated by the book: Plasna accelerators and ion injectors.
ground tests. In the flight tests maxinum operatg book: Plasna accelerators and ion injectors.
tire of the SPT h.I s totalhe d moe than 600 hoperat Moscow, Publishing House "Nauka"1984, p.p. 107-129.

after which the thrusters have remained in 3. ugrova A.I., Horozov A.I. " P-culiaritics of
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